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Emerging biomass conversion technologies, such as mobile biochar or 
pyrolysis/torrefaction machines, aim to use forest residues left after extracting 
merchantable timber or fuel reduction thinning operations. The residues generated 
from these operations typically produce low quality feedstock which may not be 
suitable for new biomass conversion technologies. In an effort to increase feedstock 
quality, we separated sub-merchantable trees and tops and processed them to create 
stem wood piles during the timber harvest. Sorting and processing the forest 
residues can facilitate the production of quality feedstocks by chipping processed 
stem woods, instead of grinding a mix of tops, limbs and branches. The quality of the 
feedstock produced from the sorted materials was characterized by moisture content, 
particle-size distribution, bulk density, and ash content. 
 
Our study results showed that a high-quality feedstock can be produced by 
separating stem wood from other residues during a timber harvest. The cost of 
sorting biomass trees and tree-tops slightly increased the overall cost of the timber 
harvest operation, compared to the typical practice of piling the forest residues 
altogether. However, this additional sorting and processing practice of tree tops 
effectively facilitates increased utilization of forest residues to high value markets such 
as post & poles and dowels and thereby enhancing the financial potentials as well as 
avoiding open burning and facilitating tree replanting tasks. 
 
This presentation explained the testing results on four different methods (teepees, 
criss-cross, processor piled, and scattered) used to reduce moisture content in forest 
residue materials left on a timber harvest site. The information presented at this 
workshop was based upon the Waste to Wisdom research work supported by a grant 
from the U.S. Department of Energy under the Biomass Research and Development 
Initiative (BRDI) program. 
 

 
Question: What are the maintenances on the machines? 

Answer: Some are new, so we don’t know. With history we’ll learn more. 
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Q: What are the emissions? 

A: In California, air quality issues are huge. Can’t be near residents. These meet 
forest setting standards. 

 
Q: You compared economics of portable vs. centralized, but can we scale it to have it 
pay for itself? 

A: Not completed yet, but we’re looking at it. Markets doesn’t allow hauling 
right now. Scale of economy, but long-haul is not feasible.  

 
Q: Can this tie into the Asian market and debate of efficacy vs market as well as vs 
coal regulation effects? 

A: We do have a market working on this. Increase value product is much more 
exportable. Asian market is promising. China is looking at carbon credits. US 
market, the conversion of plants will create a market.  
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